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Acknowledgement: These slides are partially based on the slides supplied
with Prof. Savitch book: Problem Solving with C 



Syntax vs. Semantics

 Syntax: how is it written
 To declare a variable in C

datatype variable-name;
datatype variable1-name, variable2-name, variable3-name, ….;

 Semantics: what it means
 E.g. double is the name of real numbers in C



Functions & machines 
 Similarity between a function and a machine 

 Machine has an engine 
 Machine is initialized with input
 Machine produces an output
 Machine has a start button
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Functions & machines 
 Similarity between a function and a machine 

 Machine has an engine == function has an engine (body)
 Machine is initialized with input == function also takes input
 Machine produces an output == function also produce an output
 Machine has a start button == function has a start mechanism

 Differences between a function and a machine
 Machine does not stop unless you press a button while function stops 

after the last line
 Machines are often independent of each other while functions are 

chained somehow



Function Syntax

datatype function-name( datatype Parameter1, 
datatype Parameter2,…      )

{
statement;
statement;
statement;
statement;

return value;
}



Function Syntax

datatype function-name( datatype Parameter1, 
datatype Parameter2,…      )

{
statement;
statement;
statement;
statement;

return value;
}

inputsnameDatatype of output

output

Function body 
(the engine)

Function 
header



Example:  a cubing function

int cube(  int X    )
{

int Product;
Product = X * X * X;

return Product;
}

input

name

output

Output datatype





double total_cost(int number_par, 
double price_par)

{
double TAX_RATE = 0.05; 
double subtotal;

subtotal = price_par * number_par;

return (subtotal + subtotal * TAX_RATE);
}

Example:  calculating total price



The Return Statement

 Ends the function call
 Returns the value calculated by the function
 Syntax:

return expression;
 expression  performs the calculation

or
 expression is a variable containing the 

calculated value
 Example:     

return subtotal + subtotal * TAX_RATE;



How can you run/execute a function?

 Just call it by the name from some other place in 
the program, i.e.
 Tells the name of the  function to use
 Lists the arguments

 Is used in a statement where the returned value
makes sense

 Example:

double bill = total_cost(number, price);



Example: function execution
int cube(  int X    )
{

int Product;
Produce = X * X * X;

return Product;
}
….
….
….

int ReturnedValue = cube( 10 );



A complete program

int cube( int X  )
{

int Product;
Produce = X * X * X;

return Product;
}

int main( )
{

int ReturnedValue = cube( 10 );
}



Why should you fall in love with functions?
 Divide and Conquer

 A good way to deal with complexity. Divide the 
problem into smaller tasks and put each in a function

 KISS
 Not that one 
 Keep it simple and smart



Local Variables
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 Variables declared in a function:
 Are local to that function, they cannot be used 

from outside the function
 Have the function as their scope

 Variables declared in the main part of a 
program:
 Are local to the main part of the program, they 

cannot be used from outside the main part
 Have the main part as their scope

Display 4.11 (1)
Display 4.11 (2)

Local Variables
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 Global Named Constant
 Available to more than one function as well as the

main part of the program
 Declared outside any function body
 Declared outside the main function body 
 Declared before any function that uses it

 Example:     const double PI = 3.14159;
double volume(double);
int main()
{…}

 PI is available to the main function 
and to function volume

Display 4.12 (1)
Display 4.12 (2)

Global Constants
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Global Variables

 Global Variable  -- rarely used when more
than one function must use a common 
variable
 Declared just like a global constant except 

const is not used
 Generally make programs more difficult to 

understand and maintain
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 Formal Parameters are actually variables that are
local to the function definition
 They are used just as if they were declared in the 

function body
 Do NOT re-declare the formal parameters in the 

function body, they are declared in the function
declaration

 The call-by-value mechanism
 When a function is called the formal parameters 

are initialized to the values of the
arguments in the function call Display 4.13 (1)

Display 4.13 (2)

Formal Parameters
are Local Variables
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Chapter 4 -- End
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Back Next

Display 4.3 (1/2)
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Back Next
Display 4.3
(2/2)
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Back Next

Display 4.4  (1/2)
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Back Next
Display 4.4
(2/2)
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Back Next

Display 4.5  (1/2)
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Back Next
Display 4.5
(2/2)
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Back NextDisplay 4.6
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Back NextDisplay 4.7
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NextBackDisplay 4.8
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Back Next
Display 4.9
(1/3)
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Back Next
Display 4.9
(2/3)
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Back Next
Display 4.9
(3/3)
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Back Next

Display 4.10  (1/2)
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Back Next

Display 4.10  (2/2)
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NextBack

Display 4.11  (1/2)
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Back Next
Display 4.11
(2/2)
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Back Next

Display 4.12  (1/2)
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Back Next
Display 4.12
(2/2)
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Back Next

Display 4.13  (1/2)
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Back Next
Display 4.13
(2/2)
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Back Next

Display 4.14  (1/2)
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